
Written objection to the reopening of the Dartbrook Coal Mine 

Modification 7 ( DA 231-7-2000 MOD7) 

 My husband and I owned the property 'Dorset' (Sandy Creek Rd/ Halls Road). We also owned river 

flats just off Dartbrook Road, relying on underground water for our farming operations. the 

Dartbrook mine once it commenced its initial operation affected, the quantity of water available in 

the wells from natural underground water supplies/ streams. 

At the time of the initial test drills prior to the commencement of the Dartbrook Mine we were 

advised by a mine driller doing the test holes to “get OUT “ as the coal seams were shallow in the 

area and it would need to be mined via an open cut method to be safely mined.  

We did get out, moving 75kms away to the Liverpool Plains Shire Council area, but we had never 

considered moving until the mine came to the Dartbrook area. My husband and I were born and 

raised in the lower Hunter, had moved to the upper hunter area for its quality of farming land and its 

natural beauty. We know the Hunter Valley Area very well and witnessed firsthand the changes that 

mining has brought to the once beautiful Hunter Valley - the mines are ruining the valley. 

 My father, many uncles, and a brother were all MINERs, I was raised in a mining family I am not 

anti-mining, but I see the upper hunter as an area that needs to be left alone and be free from 

mining. I strongly support the opinions of the ‘ Friends of The Upper Hunter’. 

The underground mining operations at Dartbrook have already been proven UNSAFE. No amount of 

money can bring back a human life or loved one. I see this proposal as a step towards open cutting 

the area , as if given the go ahead the underground  mine will again prove to be unsafe – the 

geological makeup remains the same , nothing has changed – solution will be OPENCUTTING and this 

will effect many more livelihoods / employment opportunities than the mine could never hope to 

bring and maintain in the Muswellbrook and Upper Hunter Shire areas. 

The area along the Dartbrook road is now a ghost town compared to pre mining of the area, where 

the area had settled extended families, large well-maintained farming operations.  We owned and 

operated a local Butcher shop – We moved out of the area because of the Dartbrook Mine. An 

example where mining does not always bring business to the local economy but rather can also push 

businesses away. Experience has shown that the majority of miners do not reside in the mine area – 

they travel in for shifts from towns with greater inter structure and facilities for their families. 

The underground water reserves have dropped. Natural underground water systems disturbed. Why 

can’t the new Dartbrook proposal use the whole Hunter Tunnel system to transport the coal to the 

loader? ( is it due to Water) If so where has that water come/ drained from? (could be the irrigation 

systems of landholders in the Dartbrook area. 

The air quality in the Muswellbrook area is dusty and hazy and unhealthy. The dust settles on roof 

tops and is washed into rainwater tanks then consumed. It constantly settles on play equipment 

used by children.  

The areas mined in Muswellbrook, Singleton areas are UGLY, the natural beauty of the area is ruined 

and will NEVER be returned to its former glory as mining has disturbed the natural topsoil. 

All mining has a life span – agriculture and good farming land can last forever if it is conserved.  

 Mining devalues land. 

Mines are money/ wealth driven with no consideration for what happens to the environment after 

the life of the mine. What do we leave for future generations? 

We Say NO! to Dartbrook. 

 Neil and Carmel Jones - Wallabadah  



 

 


